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Abstract

Transpolar arcs (TPAs) are auroral features that occur polewards of the main auroral oval suggesting that the magnetosphere

has acquired a complicated magnetic topology. They are primarily a northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) auroral

phenomenon, and their formation and evolution have no single explanation that is unanimously agreed upon. An automated

detection algorithm has been developed to detect the occurrence of TPAs in UV images captured from the Special Sensor Ul-

traviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) instrument onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft,

in order to further study their occurrence. Via this detection algorithm TPAs are identified as a peak in the average radiance

intensity poleward of 12.5 degrees colatitude, in two or more of the wavelengths/bands sensed by SSUSI.

Orbital biases in the data have been investigated and these differ from spacecraft to spacecraft. For the spacecraft of interest

(F16, F17 and F18) this leads to a preferential observation of the northern hemisphere with the detection algorithm missing

TPAs in the southern hemisphere between approximately 01 - 06 UT. No seasonal bias has been found for these spacecraft.

Using the detection algorithm on observations from the years 2010 to 2016, over 5000 images containing TPAs are identified.

The occurrence of these TPA images shows a seasonal dependence, with more arcs being visible in the winter hemisphere. We

discuss the ramifications of these findings in terms of proposed TPA generation mechanisms.
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Key Points:7

• An automated detection algorithm has been developed to identify transpolar arcs (TPAs)8

in DMSP-SSUSI data.9

• There is a seasonal dependence in the occurrence of TPA such that they are detected more10

often in the winter hemisphere.11

• There dawn/dusk DMSP/SSUSI orbit plane leads to UT biases in the polar cap sampling.12
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Abstract13

Transpolar arcs (TPAs) are auroral features that occur polewards of the main auroral oval sug-14

gesting that the magnetosphere has acquired a complicated magnetic topology. They are primar-15

ily a northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) auroral phenomenon, and their formation16

and evolution have no single explanation that is unanimously agreed upon. An automated detec-17

tion algorithm has been developed to detect the occurrence of TPAs in UV images captured from18

the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) instrument onboard the Defense19

Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft, in order to further study their occurrence.20

Via this detection algorithm TPAs are identified as a peak in the average radiance intensity21

poleward of 12.5◦ colatitude, in two or more of the wavelengths/bands sensed by SSUSI.22

Orbital biases in the data have been investigated and these differ from spacecraft to space-23

craft. For the spacecraft of interest (F16, F17 and F18) this leads to a preferential observation of24

the northern hemisphere with the detection algorithm missing TPAs in the southern hemisphere25

between approximately 01 - 06 UT. No seasonal bias has been found for these spacecraft.26

Using the detection algorithm on observations from the years 2010 to 2016, over 5000 images27

containing TPAs are identified. The occurrence of these TPA images shows a seasonal depen-28

dence, with more arcs being visible in the winter hemisphere. We discuss the ramifications of29

these findings in terms of proposed TPA generation mechanisms.30

Plain Language summary31

Transpolar arcs (TPAs) are auroral features that occur polewards of the main auroral oval,32

at latitudes where auroras rarely form. TPAs occur primarily when the magnetic field embedded33

within the solar wind points northwards, the direction of Earth’s magnetic field at the nose of the34

magnetosphere. Currently there is no single explanation for their formation and evolution.35

An automated detection algorithm has been developed to detect the occurrence of TPAs36

in UV images captured from the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI)37

instrument onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft F16, F1738

and F18. The three spacecraft together provide nearly continuous observation.39

Using the detection algorithm on observations from the years 2010 to 2016, over 5000 images40

containing TPAs are identified. A clear dependence is seen such that more TPAs are identified41

in the winter hemisphere and no TPAs are identified between approximately 01 and 06 UT in the42

southern hemisphere. Orbital biases in the SSUSI data are able to explain the UT dependence43

but not the seasonal dependence thus suggesting there is a seasonal dependence on the detection44
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of TPAs.45

1 Introduction46

Transpolar arcs (TPAs) and polar cap arcs (PCAs) are auroral phenomena which lie poleward47

of the auroral oval and form during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) when lobe48

reconnection can take place. TPAs/PCAs are usually Sun-aligned and can vary in type from49

theta aurora, which span the whole of the polar cap, to small scale arcs (Zhu et al., 1997;50

Zhang et al., 2016; Hosokawa et al., 2020). There is no clear distinction between TPAs and51

PCAs, the terms are used somewhat interchangeably. The existence of TPAs shows that the52

magnetosphere can have a magnetic topology that is distorted away from its textbook structure.53

This magnetic topology is poorly understood with many competing theories regarding the nature54

of the distortion and mechanisms for how this distortion arises. The aim of this paper is to55

investigate the seasonal occurrence of TPAs in 7 years of DMSP/SUSSI (Paxton et al., 1992,56

1993, 2017) data from 2010 to 2016 to provide a greater understanding of the conditions that57

lead to TPA formation.58

Currently there is no unanimously agreed upon formation model for TPAs. There are two59

main competing theories, the closed field line and open field line models. Milan et al. (2005)60

suggested that TPAs are produced by tail reconnection of open polar cap flux producing closed61

flux. This closed flux would usually return to the dayside as part of the Dungey cycle (Dungey,62

1961), but Milan et al. (2005) argue that in a tail twisted by IMF BY -associated stresses,63

some of the flux becomes trapped and protrudes from the nightside into the polar cap. This64

model predicts the generation of asymmetric east-west ionospheric flows in the nightside auroral65

region (termed TRINNIs, tail reconnection during IMF-northward nonsubstorm intervals), and66

these have been observed at the same time as TPA formation (Milan et al., 2005; Fear and67

Milan, 2012b). The motion of the arc is then controlled by the rate of the lobe reconnection68

and the transport of open flux from one side of the arc to the other. Milan et al. (2005)69

noted that the arc’s motion in the two hemispheres may not appear conjugate due to the70

differing lobe reconnection rates in either hemisphere, although the magnetic mapping between71

the hemispheres will be conjugate.72

The open field line model suggests that TPAs should be associated with a convection shear73

or reversal boundary, requiring a field-aligned current and associated precipitation producing74

auroral emission. In this model, the precipitation producing the arcs should be embedded in a75

high-density polar rain. It has also been discovered that relativistic electrons and polar cap arcs76
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can occur on the same field lines in the central polar cap. This suggests that the magnetic field77

lines in the arc region are directly connected to the magnetosheath and the solar wind (Hardy78

et al., 1982; Zhu et al., 1997; Carlson and Cowley, 2005; Shi et al., 2013; Reidy et al., 2018) In79

this case there would be no reason for the TPAs to form conjugately in both hemispheres.80

A key difference of these theories is whether TPAs form in both hemispheres or only in81

one. Another way to distinguish between the theories and the open or closed nature of the field82

lines is based on the presence of ion precipitation. Shinohara and Kokubun (1996) determined83

that electron precipitation accompanied by ion precipitation occurs on closed field lines. They84

showed that the precipitation does not significantly depend on the IMF BX or BY . However if85

there is no accompanying ion precipitation the electron precipitation is believed to originate in86

the solar wind and as such is occurring on open field lines. Therefore if there is ion precipitation87

detected on the field line associated with the TPA, the TPA is believed to be consistent with the88

closed field line model. However if there is electron-only precipitation detected on the field line89

associated with the TPA, the TPA is believed to be consistent with the open field line model90

(Reidy et al., 2018).91

Østgaard et al. (2003) reports two events in which a theta aurora is observed in one hemi-92

sphere and not in the other. They used IMAGE FUV SI13 in the northern hemisphere and93

Polar VIS Earth camera in the southern hemisphere and identified a TPA in the northern hemi-94

sphere on 5 November 2001 and in the southern hemisphere on 18 April 2001. Although the two95

cameras are operating at different wavelengths the auroral emission detected by both cameras is96

produced by electron impact on oxygen. Østgaard et al. (2003) also used DMSP-SSJ/4 particle97

data that showed ion precipitation consistent with closed field lines, but only in the hemisphere98

in which the TPA was seen. The lack of ion precipitation and visible TPA in the other hemi-99

sphere however is suggestive of open field lines. They suggest that the sign of BX could explain100

why theta aurora can occur in one hemisphere. It can be seen that lobe reconnection is favoured101

in the northern hemisphere on the 5th November and the southern hemisphere on the 18th April102

due to the dipole tilt of the Earth and enhanced by a favourable BX direction.103

Conjugate polar cap arcs have been observed on few occasions due to the need for good104

observation of both hemispheres. Obara et al. (1988) used EXOS-C in the southern hemisphere,105

which identified intense electron precipitation on 25 September 1986, while Viking observed a106

TPA in the northern hemisphere. The precipitation had an energy spectrum similar to that107

of typical TPAs and the MLT sector of the precipitation matched that of the northern hemi-108

sphere arc. They suggested that the arc formed on closed field lines and was conjugate in both109
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hemispheres. Huang et al. (1989) showed a theta aurora in the northern hemisphere on March110

25 1982 observed by Dynamics Explorer while ISEE 1 was located in the southern lobe of the111

magnetotail at 22.2 RE . ISEE’s particle observations suggested that there was also a TPA in112

the southern hemisphere, with the two being mirrored about the midnight meridian. Craven113

et al. (1991) used Dynamics explorer 1 in the southern hemisphere and Viking in the northern114

hemisphere to observe simultaneous TPAs in both hemispheres on 3 August 1986. They found115

that although the arcs were initially on different sides of the midnight meridian the motions of116

the arcs were independent. Carter et al. (2017) used IMAGE in the southern hemisphere and117

DMSP-F16-SSUSI in the northern hemisphere to track the motion of two coexisting arcs in both118

hemispheres on 31 August 2005. One of the arcs is almost static and stays close to the main119

auroral oval and the other moves across the polar cap. From the position of the arcs initially,120

they fit the Milan et al. (2005) model where the arcs are mirrored in each hemisphere about the121

midnight meridian. The motion of the moving arc is also as predicted by Milan et al. (2005)122

such that the arc moves towards the dusk in the northern hemisphere as BY > 0 and |BY | > BZ .123

Xing et al. (2018) used ground-based Yellow River Station all-sky imager (Svalbard) to observed124

the northern hemisphere on 5 February 2006. Both hemispheres were also observed by space-125

based DMSP/SSUSI and NASA TIMED(Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and126

Dynamics)/GUVI (Global Ultraviolet Imager) instruments. TPAs appeared simultaneously in127

both hemispheres and lasted around 5 hours. The arc in the northern hemisphere formed on128

the duskside as an oval-aligned arc and in the southern hemisphere, it formed on the dawnside129

as would be predicted by the Milan et al. (2005) model.130

Previous studies by Reidy et al. (2018) have used DMSP-SSUSI data along with DMSP131

SSJ/4 particle data to look at the interhemispheric nature of TPAs and determine if they occur132

on open or closed field lines. They identified 21 TPA events by eye for December 2015 that had133

corresponding particle data in at least one hemisphere. They found events consistent with both134

a closed field line model, arcs with ion signatures in both hemispheres, and the open field line135

model, arcs with electron-only precipitation as well as some events that were not consistent with136

either model.137

Reidy et al. (2018) also studied TPA occurrence statistics and seasonal effects, looking at138

March, June, September and December 2015. They found that the percentage of TPAs recorded139

during the equinox months were similar, with approximately 40% in northern hemisphere and140

60% in the southern hemisphere. For June and December the percentages were opposite, with141

the winter hemisphere seeing approximately twice as many TPAs as the summer hemisphere.142

They suggested that sunlight contamination prevents the identification of arcs in the summer143
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hemisphere and the DMSP orbits pass closer to the dayside in the northern hemisphere and144

closer to the nightside in the southern hemisphere, which is consistent with more arcs seen in145

the southern hemisphere during equinox months.146

In this paper an automated technique is described to identify TPAs in UV images captured147

by the DMSP-SSUSI. DMSP does not allow the auroral dynamics to be examined due to rela-148

tively poor temporal cadence; however, we can investigate the interhemispheric nature of TPAs149

by using multiple spacecraft (F16, F17 and F18). This has allowed the seasonal occurrence150

of TPAs to be further determined, as well as the limitations of the SSUSI data due to orbital151

biases.152

The instrumentation used in this study is described in section 2. Section 3 describes how153

the detection algorithm works. Section 4 shows the results of the detection algorithm when used154

between the years 2010 and 2016. It is broken down into 2 sections: in 4.1 the TPA images155

are considered independently, while in 4.2 multiple TPA images are collected together into TPA156

events. The results are discussed in Section 5. Section 5.1 focuses on the orbital biases in the157

DMSP/SSUSI data, specifically the seasonal bias (5.1.1) and the UT bias (5.1.2). Finally section158

6 concludes.159

2 Data160

We employ auroral observations from the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager161

(SSUSI) instrument on board Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft F16,162

F17 and F18 (Paxton et al., 1992, 1993, 2017) https://ssusi.jhuapl.edu. The SSUSI instrument163

scans antisunward along its roughly dawn-dusk orbit and builds up an image of a swath of the164

polar regions over 20 minutes. SSUSI operates simultaneously at five wavelengths: 121.6 nm165

Lyman-α, 130.4 and 135.6 nm Oxygen lines and the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield bands, 140-150 nm166

short (LBHs) and 165-180 nm long (LBHl) (Paxton et al., 1992).167

The DMSP spacecraft are at an altitude of 833 km (nominal) in 101.6 minute Sun-synchronous168

orbits, this therefore gives images for each hemisphere separated by approximately 50 minutes.169

All three spacecraft operate simultaneously during this time period, thereby providing near-170

simultaneous inter-hemispheric observations (Reidy et al., 2018). Figure 1a shows an example171

of the main auroral oval and a TPA, observed by DMSP-F16 on 25th December 2015. The172

TPA reaches across the polar cap from midnight to noon. The main oval is in general lo-173

cated at geomagnetic latitudes between 67 and 78◦ but some weaker emission extends to higher174

latitudes.175
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We also employ interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) data from the OMNI dataset with 1176

minute cadence (King and Papitashvili, 2005).177

3 Detection Algorithm178

The detection algorithm uses the DMSP/SSUSI data from 130.4 and 135.6 nm Oxygen lines and179

the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield bands 140-150 nm short (LBHs) and 165-180 nm long (LBHl) only,180

this is because the Lyman-α data is not very clear in comparison to the other wavelengths. This181

most often arises because the ubiquitous geocoronal H Lyman-α emission is often far brighter182

than the auroral signal. Figure 1b is a visual representation of the detection algorithm in all four183

wavelengths. The detection algorithm works by first identifying the area above 12.5◦ colatitude,184

which we refer to as the detection window. 12.5◦ is used in order to maximise the area of the185

image checked whilst minimising the amount of times the auroral oval is inside the detection186

window. The radiance intensity inside the detection window is then averaged vertically (noon-187

midnight), shown by the faint grey line in Fig. 1b. The averaged radiance intensity is then188

smoothed using a boxcar method (black line in Fig. 1b). The maximum and minimum of the189

smoothed average radiance intensity is recorded for each wavelength.190

For each wavelength the maximum and minimum of the smoothed average radiance intensity191

are tested against the upper and lower quartiles respectively of the maximum average radiance192

intensity of 2015. If the minimum of the average radiance intensity of the tested image is less193

than the lower quartile of 2015 and the maximum is greater than the upper quartile a potential194

TPA is identified. The reasoning for this is that usually there is no aurora in the polar cap195

above the 12.5◦ colatitude therefore by the maximum being greater than the upper quartile and196

the minimum being less than the lower it is more likely to be a real arc and not an image with197

high intensity over the whole plot.198

If a potential TPA is identified in at least two wavelengths the image is recorded to be199

checked by eye. The potential TPA was chosen to be seen in at least two wavelengths to reduce200

the number of false positives, as discussed in more detail below. This criteria does however201

also reduce the number of real TPAs identified by the detection algorithm but when trialing202

one-wavelength and two-wavelength criteria it was found that the latter was more robust.203

An important thing to note is the visual similarities between TPAs and bending arcs. Bend-204

ing arcs are not TPAs and are the ionospheric flow and auroral response to a pulse of dayside205

reconnection liked to flux transfer events (FTEs). FTEs manifest as poleward-moving auroral206

forms which break away from the dayside auroral oval and progress a short distance into the207
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Figure 1: Data are presented in a magnetic latitude and magnetic local time frame, with noon at the top and

dawn at the right circles show magnetic latitudes in steps of 10 degrees. (a) DMSP/SSUSI-F16 data showing

a TPA on 25th December 2015 in northern hemisphere in wavelength i) LBHl ii) LBHs iii) 135.6 nm vi) 130.4

nm and (b) Breakdown of detection algorithm on this data. Inside black circle is DMSP-SUSSI data above 12.5◦

colatitude. Over-plotted is the average radiance intensity, grey line and the smoothed average radiance intensity,

black line.

polar cap before fading. Bending arcs form under dominant IMF BY which results in a strong208

asymmetrical distribution of newly added flux to the polar cap. The arc then forms due to209

precipitation along the leading edge of newly opened field lines. As the newly open flux is re-210

distributed in the polar cap by the ambient convection field, the bending arc moves away from211

the oval (Carter et al., 2015; Kullen et al., 2002, 2015). The potential TPA images have to be212

checked by eye to remove bending arcs.213

Checking by eye also removes other false positives, examples of which are shown in Figure 2.214

Fig. 2 shows three examples (a,b,c) with images in the four wavelengths for each example. Fig.215

2a is when SSUSI has a high intensity over the majority of the image, probably due to sunlight216

contamination, this example being from northern hemisphere summer solstice conditions. Also217

F17 has a very poor response at 1304 and 1356 due to an issue the the grating which leads to218

some false positives. The criteria in the detection algorithm forcing the minimum of the average219

radiance intensity reduces the number of these false positive but some inevitably slip though220

due to the limited coverage that SSUSI provides. Fig. 2b is when the main auroral oval enters221
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the detection window and is misinterpreted as a TPA. This occurs most often when the dawn222

oval is at very high latitudes. The third example Fig. 2c is when the whole detection window223

is not scanned and a part is left untested, therefore insufficient area of the polar cap is sampled224

to give a reliable measure of the average radiance intensity.225

Figure 2: False positive detections. Data are presented in a magnetic latitude and magnetic local time frame,

with noon at the top and dawn at the right; circles show magnetic latitudes in steps of 10 degrees. (a) High

intensity over the whole image. (b) Auroral oval enters detection window. (c) Detection window not fully imaged.

(d) Bending arc.

4 Observations226

4.1 TPA Images227

Running the detection algorithm for the years 2010 to 2016 identifies 11548 TPA images from228

the 211705 DMSP/SSUSI images. Of the 11548 potential TPA images 5698 are real TPA images229

and 360 are bending arc images (an example of which is shown in Fig. 2d), the remainder are230

false positives. Therefore, the detection rate has a success rate of ∼ 53%.231
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Figure 3: (a) Number of TPA images per year by month for 2010-2016. (b) Number of TPA events per year

by month for 2010-2016.

Figure 3a shows the number of TPA images identified by month for each year. Across232

all seven years fewer TPA images are identified between approximately April and September.233

This could be due in part to the higher solar illumination in the northern hemisphere. The234

distribution across years appears roughly uniform, as shown in Figure 4, with no clear link to,235

say, the solar cycle. There are a few months, particularly October, November and December236

2014, where more TPA images are identified.237

 

Figure 4: Number of TPA images per year by hemisphere for 2010-2016. The Northern Hemisphere is red and

the Southern Hemisphere is blue.
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2015 March June September December

(Reidy

et al.,

2018)

No. TPA images 333 228 327 204

No. TPA events 50 42 41 43

North (%) 41.3 30.7 39.4 67.2

South (%) 58.3 69.3 60.6 32.8

Our

findings

No. TPA images 108 102 92 138

No. TPA events 58 39 42 76

North (%) 37.0 23.5 37.0 94.9

South (%) 63.0 76.5 63.0 5.1

Table 1: Number of TPA images and events for March, June, September and December 2015.

Reidy et al. (2018) has previously identified TPAs in DMSP/SSUSI data from spacecraft238

F16, F17 and F18 for March, June, September and December 2015. Comparing with their study,239

we find that fewer TPA images are identified by the detection algorithm (Table 1). Events240

are defined in section 4.2. The difference between the number of TPAs identified by Reidy241

et al. (2018) and this detection algorithm can be explained by the restrictions of the automated242

detection algorithm and it missing certain TPAs. This may be because the TPA may not have243

entered the detection window above 12.5◦ colatitude or that it may not be visible in two or244

more of the wavelength/bands or the maximum and minimum criteria of the average radiance245

intensity may not be met. Although less TPAs are detected it is a representative sample of the246

overall distribution. The percent in each hemisphere are similar between the two studies, with247

the equinoxes having comparable percentages and more TPA images in the winter hemisphere248

for the solstices.249

The IMF clock angle is calculated at the time of each of the TPA images. Figure 5 shows250

the occurrence distribution within eight 45◦ sectors centered on 0◦. As expected, the majority251

occur during northward IMF. The few percent that occur during southward IMF is most likely252

due to variability of the IMF such that it could have changed between the TPA forming and253

being imaged.254
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Figure 5: The percentage of TPA images with IMF clock angle split into 8, 45◦ sectors. The outer circle

highlights the centre angle in degrees for each sector.

In figure 6 we combine the data from all the years to investigate the number of TPA images255

identified by each spacecraft in each hemisphere by month (Figure 6a-c) and by UT (Figure256

6d-f). From Fig. 6a-c a clear seasonal dependence can be seen such that there are more TPA257

images identified in the winter hemisphere. There is also a UT dependence in Fig. 6d-f where258

no TPA images are identified in the southern hemisphere between ∼ 01-06 UT, with a strong259

peak at 16-17 UT. These dependences are investigated further in section 5.1.260

Approximately the same distribution is seen for all three spacecraft. F17 has less northern261

hemisphere images between April and August and the UT panel peaks higher at 10 UT in the262

northern hemisphere. F18 has more southern hemisphere images with the peaks in the winter263

hemisphere being comparable to each other.264
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Figure 6: Number of TPA images for each Spacecraft combining all TPA images from 2010-2016. Top to

bottom) spacecraft F16, F17 and F18. northern hemisphere is red and Southern blue. (a-c) Number of TPA

images per hemisphere by month for each Spacecraft. (d-f) Number of TPA images per hemisphere by month for

each Spacecraft.
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4.2 TPA events265

In order to see the hemispherical nature of the TPA, whether they occur in one hemisphere266

or both hemispheres, the TPA images have been combined into TPA events based on the time267

between the images. If the time between images containing TPAs is less than 90 minutes then268

the images are considered to be of the same event. The hemispherical nature of the TPA events is269

then determined from the hemispheres of TPA images that make up that event. If all the images270

are from one hemisphere the event is classified as a one-hemisphere event. If one or more images271

are from opposite hemispheres the event is classified as a two-hemisphere event. 90 minutes is272

chosen based on the orbit of the spacecraft such that a TPA has to be identified either in both273

hemispheres by at least one spacecraft or in one hemisphere by more that one of the spacecraft.274

If the image does not have another within 90 minutes the image is left unclassified. 1172 TPA275

events are identified. Figure 3b is in the same format as Fig. 3a but for the TPA events. The276

same pattern is seen for the TPA images (Fig. 3a) and the TPA events (Fig. 3b) with less TPAs277

occurring between approximately April and September. This shows that TPA events are not of278

a longer duration between October and March but there are more TPA events.279

The number of events are comparable to those found by Reidy et al. (2018) except for De-280

cember where more events are found using this method. This can be explained by the difference281

between the way images are turned into events here and by Reidy et al. (2018). Reidy et al.282

(2018) does not use a time constraint, as used here, but compares every image. To be classified283

as a two-hemisphere event by Reidy et al. (2018) the TPA must be visible in two subsequent284

images, one in each hemisphere. One-hemisphere events are classified by Reidy et al. (2018)285

if the TPA is absent from one hemisphere for all the spacecraft (F16, F17 and F18) and still286

present in the subsequent images of the original hemisphere.287

The main difference between the two definitions of events is that one uses a time constraint288

and the other is based on the subjective decision as the whether the TPA is visible in subsequent289

images or not. The definition used here is more robust and based less on interpretation. However290

along with the limitations of the detection algorithm, the time constraint we employ is a harsher291

criterion to be met as can be seen from Table 2, which shows the difference in classification of292

the December 2015 TPAs, as more events are left unclassified. As such, it is possible that some293

of these unclassified TPAs are of the same event.294

The TPA events are separated by hemisphere in Figure 7a-d. The left panel is events that are295

classified as one-hemisphere, in that it is observed in a single hemisphere by multiple spacecraft296

and not in the opposite hemisphere. This hasn’t taken into account if the viewing is poor in297
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December 2015 (Reidy et al., 2018) Our findings

Both hemispheres 19 5

One hemisphere 8 21

Unclassified 16 50

Table 2: December 2015 classifications of TPA events.

the other hemisphere. The same variation is seen here as in Fig. 6a-c such that there are more298

TPA events identified in the winter hemisphere. The right panels of Fig. 7 show events that299

have been classified as two-hemisphere events, such that a TPA image has been identified in300

both hemispheres by either one spacecraft or multiple spacecraft. In this panel more TPAs are301

identified in February and October.302

The TPA events are separated by hemisphere and UT in Figure 7c-d. The left plot shows303

events that are classified as one hemisphere. The same variation is seen here as in Fig. 6d-f such304

that there are less TPA events in the southern hemisphere between 22-09 UT and a peak around305

17 UT. The right panel of Fig. 7 shows events that have been classified as two-hemisphere events.306

This follows a similar pattern to the southern hemisphere of the one-hemisphere events.307
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Figure 7: Number of TPA events per hemisphere combining all TPA images from 2010-2016 by (a-b) Month and

(c-d) UT. Left) One hemisphere events, northern hemisphere is red and Southern blue. Right) Both hemisphere

events, in purple. (e-f) Probability distributions. The black dashed line is the probability of a TPA being detected

in both hemispheres.
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4.3 Location of TPA308

From the detection algorithm the location of the peak in average radiance intensity is recorded.309

This can be used a proxy of the location of the TPA across the dusk-dawn meridian, as it is310

the location of the brightest section of the TPA. This has an uncertainty of ±4.8◦ colatitude311

on the location of the TPA. There are also a few cases where the auroral oval is the brightest312

section and as such, the location of the TPA is falsely recorded on the opposite side of the313

midnight meridian, this occurs approximately 10 % of the time. Splitting the polar cap into314

dusk and dawn the number of TPA images detected in each sector is shown in Figure 8a split315

by hemisphere. The error bars in Fig. 8a include the ±4.8◦ colatitude uncertainty and the 10%316

error for TPAs classified on the wrong side of the midnight meridian.317

 

Figure 8: Dusk-dawn distributions. (a) Number of TPA images by location and hemisphere. (b) Number of

TPA images at dusk and dawn for several studies. (Fear and Milan, 2012a; Hosokawa et al., 2011; Rairden and

Mende, 1989).

From this, it can be seen, even with the error bars, that there is a clear dusk-dawn asymmetry318

such that TPAs are detected more often in the dawn sector. This distribution is investigated319

further with Fig. 8b in section 5.2.320
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5 Discussion321

5.1 Orbital Biases322

5.1.1 Seasonal Bias323

The distributions show seasonal and UT dependences; here we investigate if these could be324

explained by the orbit of the spacecraft. The proportion of the detection window which gets325

scanned is dependent on the track of the spacecraft across the polar regions. The area scanned326

by DMSP/SSUSI for the months of June and December 2015 in the northern and southern327

hemispheres are shown in Figure 9a-c (The darker the colour the more times taht an area has328

been scanned by SSUSI). From these it can be seen that there is little variation between each329

month in the overall coverage of the polar cap, so cannot explain the seasonal dependence seen330

in Fig. 6a-c331

Figure 9: Frequency of the area scanned by SSUSI for Northern and Southern Hemisphere. (a-c) for June and

December 2015. (d-f) at 5 and 17 UT for January 2015.

It can be seen that the spread of the area imaged by SSUSI is wider in the southern hemi-332
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Hemisphere F16 F17 F18 Total

North 1938 1034 785 3755

South 1242 606 913 2761

Table 3: Number of TPA images per hemisphere for each spacecraft.

sphere thus leading to more times when the detection window is not fully imaged, accounting for333

the hemispherical bias in the number of TPAs seen (2761 Southern to 3755 Northern images).334

F18’s result in Fig. 6a-c is different as it detected more arcs in the southern hemisphere than335

the Northern (table 3). This supports the possibility that the difference in occurrence of TPAs336

in the winter hemisphere is due to less data in the southern hemisphere.337

The seasonal dependence of one-hemisphere TPAs (Figure 7b) is in agreement with the one338

hemisphere TPAs of Østgaard et al. (2003), where their TPAs form in the winter hemisphere339

(northern hemisphere for the November 5 2001 arc and southern hemisphere for the April 18340

2001 arc).341

5.1.2 UT Bias342

We examined the UT and seasonal sampling distribution to determine that the seasonal depen-343

dence in the observations of TPAs is not an artefact of the spacecraft orbits. The area scanned344

by SSUSI for each spacecraft are plotted for January 2015 at 5 and 17 UT in Figure 9d-f, in345

which the geomagnetic pole in the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun at 17 UT and346

away from the Sun at 05 UT. There is a clear variation in the spacecraft track across the polar347

regions for all three spacecraft, especially in the southern hemisphere, leading to a UT depen-348

dence in the coverage of the high-latitude regions by DMSP/SSUSI. The majority of the SSUSI349

scan is anti-sunward of the spacecraft track, so especially at 05 UT in the southern hemisphere350

the detection window is poorly sampled and few TPAs will be detected by the algorithm. This351

is consistent with the UT dependence seen in Fig. 6d-f.352

As shown in Figure 9d-f, as the spacecraft image the area anti-sunward of their track, all the353

spacecraft provide good imaging of the detection window at all UT in the northern hemisphere.354

Comparison with Fig. 6d-f shows as expected that the number of TPA images is greatest for355

F16 when the spacecraft track is most favourable, passing close to the sunward edge of the356

detection window. The dip in the number of TPA images for F18 coincides with the times the357

spacecraft is furthest away from the detection window possibly missing some TPAs which form358

closer to midnight. In the same way, the dip and peak in F17 northern hemisphere data can be359
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explained, with fewer TPA images between 03-06 UT as the spacecraft track is at it furthest from360

the detection window and a peak at 09-11 UT where the spacecraft track is most favourable.361

However there are fewer images at 12 UT than would be expected.362

The southern hemisphere high-latitude regions are not imaged at all UT. All three spacecraft363

do not image the detection window well between 23 and 08 UT with this extended to 10 and 11364

UT for spacecraft F17 and F18 respectively. This is shown clearly in Fig. 6d-f with the number365

of TPA images being greatest for the southern data when the spacecraft track is most favourable366

and none when the detection window is not imaged. The angle with respect to the dawn-dusk367

meridian also affects the area imaged, being of most effect for F16 and F18 and results in the368

left (right) hand side of the detection window being missed for F18 (F16).369

The orbital biases are quantified in Figure 10, which shows the average percent of the370

detection window scanned by the SSUSI instrument split for each spacecraft by hemisphere371

and month in Fig. 10a-c and by UT in Fig. 10d-f. From this the UT dependence is clear372

with the best coverage of the detection window in both hemispheres being between 11 and 20373

UT for each spacecraft. The northern hemisphere coverage for F18 is also less than the other374

spacecraft which results in a more comparable number of northern and southern hemisphere arcs375

being detected (Table 3). The seasonal dependences seen for each spacecraft in Fig. 9a-c are376

not similar to the seasonal variation in the TPAs nor to each other. F16 (Fig.9a) has reduced377

coverage in both hemispheres for August-December. F17 (Fig. 9b) has reduced coverage in both378

hemispheres in April-July as well as December. F18 (Fig. 9c) has more variation in the northern379

hemisphere than the southern. The difference between the height of the northern and southern380

hemispheres averages can be explained by the UT dependence as there are less UT that provide381

good coverage in the southern hemisphere. Combining these differences does not explain the382

variation in season in the number of TPAs, hence we conclude that the seasonal dependence in383

the observations of TPAs is not an artefact of the spacecraft orbits.384
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Figure 10: Average percent of the detection window scanned. (a-c) by month (d-f) by UT Top to bottom)

Spacecraft F16, F17 and F18. Red is northern hemisphere Blue is southern hemisphere.

In order for the detection algorithm to work optimally full coverage of the detection window385

would be required, however this is rarely the case, occurring only 7% of the time. The detection386

algorithm is able to work with partial coverage, though it leads to some TPA images being387
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missed. Reidy et al. (2018) suggested that that TPAs are present in 20% of DMSP/SSUSI388

images from 2015. Assuming this can be extrapolated to other years this suggests that there389

could be up to 42,000 TPA images between 2010 and 2016 (there are 211,705 SSUSI images).390

However, the restriction in the detection algorithm means fewer are detected. The detection391

window is only sufficiently covered to identify TPAs a fraction of the time as shown in table392

4. The expected percentage of TPA images identifiable is reduced based on the amount of the393

detection window scanned. This suggests that up to 28,500 TPA images are identifiable based394

on the spacecraft coverage of the detection window.395

Percent of

image scanned

Number of

SUSSI images

Expected percentage

of TPA images

identifiable

Number of

TPA images

≥ 75 120,539 20 24,107

50 ≤ x < 75 17,415 10 3,483

< 50 55,940 5 890

Total 28,480

Table 4: Number of TPA images expected to be detected by the detection algorithm

There are other restrictions in the detection algorithm which will lead to some TPA images396

being missed. The restriction of the TPA being identified in more than one wavelength leads to397

approximately 20 TPA images missed each month (1680 TPA images over the whole 7 years).398

Then there is the average radiance intensity restriction which requires the TPA’s average radi-399

ance intensity to be sufficiently high. Assuming approximately 25% do not meet this condition400

7120 images are missed. 25% is chosen as the detection algorithm requires the average radiance401

intensity to be above the upper quartile of 2015, and there are 25% that are above the mean402

but are not included as this would lead to too many false positives.403

Combining these arguments, this suggests that the detection algorithm should be able to404

detect 19,680 TPA images. As only 11,548 TPA images are identified this leaves 8,132 (29%)405

images missed most likely due to non-standard auroral configurations.406

5.2 Discussion407

The detection algorithm successfully detects 5,698 TPA images in the DMSP/SSUSI data by408

identifying peaks in the average radiance intensity above 12.5◦ colatitude in two or more wave-409

lengths (Fig. 1b). There is a seasonal dependence (Fig. 6a-c) such that more TPA images410
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are identified in the winter hemisphere, and a UT dependence (Fig. 6d-f) such that less TPAs411

are seen between ∼ 00 and ∼ 10 UT. The orbital biases of the DMSP spacecraft (Fig. 9a-c412

and Fig. 9d-f) can fully explain the UT dependence of the TPAs but are unable to explain413

the seasonal dependence. This is because the track that the spacecraft takes across the polar414

regions changes with UT but not as significantly with the month. When the spacecraft passes415

closer to the nightside this causes potential TPAs to be missed by the detection algorithm as416

the detection window is only partially scanned. This happens more frequently for the southern417

hemisphere than the northern hemisphere and occurs at different UT for each spacecraft. With418

all three spacecraft the detection algorithm is unable to detect TPAs between 01 and 6 UT in419

the southern hemisphere and peaks at 14 to 18 UT. In the northern hemisphere the differences420

in the coverage are less extreme but there is less coverage between 02 and 09 UT and peaks421

between 11 and 20 UT (Fig. 10d-f). The bias in the DMSP/SSUSI data is not due to seasonal422

variations in coverage (Fig. 10a-c). The seasonal effect is therefore a feature of the detectability423

of the TPAs. This means that TPAs have a seasonal dependence on their formation or that424

there is a seasonal dependence on their visibility such that they are less frequently detected in425

the summer hemisphere, as will be discussed further below.426

The dusk-dawn distribution of the TPAs (Fig. 8a) shows a clear asymmetry with more TPAs427

being detected at dawn than at dusk. Figure 8b shows dusk-dawn distributions that we have428

compiled from three other TPA lists (Fear and Milan, 2012a; Hosokawa et al., 2011; Rairden429

and Mende, 1989); both Hosokawa et al. (2011) and Rairden and Mende (1989) noted the dawn430

preference in their observations. The comparison between the four studies is interesting as each431

used different instrumentation to obtain their TPA lists and looked in different hemispheres.432

Rairden and Mende (1989) and Hosokawa et al. (2011) used ground-based stations but looked433

at opposite hemispheres. Rairden and Mende (1989) used an image-intensified all-sky camera434

located at South Pole Station which operated in the optical at 630.0 nm and identified 114435

TPA events between April and August 1983-1986. Hosokawa et al. (2011) used an all-sky436

imager at Resolute Bay, Canada, which operated at 630.0 nm and identified 743 TPAs between437

January 2005 and December 2009. Fear and Milan (2012a) and this study both used space-based438

instrumentation. Fear and Milan (2012a) used IMAGE’s Far Ultra Violet (FUV) cameras, the439

wideband imaging camera (WIC) and the Spectrographic Imager 121.8 nm (SI12). IMAGE440

observed the northern hemisphere aurora between 2000 and 2003, and the southern hemisphere441

aurora from 2003 to 2005. Between June 2000 and September 2005 and 131 TPAs were identified.442

Therefore, there does not appear to be a dependence on how the TPA data is collected on the443

dusk-dawn distributions. From Fig. 8b, it is clear that TPAs are always identified more often444
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in the dawn sector with approximately a 2:1 ratio. Valladares et al. (1994), who also had445

TPAs occurring more frequently on the dawn side than the dusk, showed that the convection446

patterns presented by Potemra et al. (1984) for northward IMF contain a region of convergent447

electric fields on the dawn side for both positive and negative values of IMF BY , suggesting a448

preponderance of upward current on the dawnside of the polar cap and a region of downward449

current on the duskside. This might lead to more intense electron fluxes in the dawnside, thus450

brighter auroral emission and more detectable TPAs.451

Linking these findings to the formation models, the closed field line mechanism suggested452

by Milan et al. (2005) expects the TPAs to be equally viable in both hemispheres as the TPAs in453

both hemispheres are linked to the same closed field line and the physical structure of the TPA454

(closed magnetic flux) should be present in both hemispheres. It also expects the TPAs in each455

hemisphere to be mirrored about the midnight meridian therefore expecting equal numbers of456

TPAs to form at dusk and at dawn. The findings here then suggest that if the closed field line457

model is correct a more complicated scenario occurs thus leading to TPAs being detected more458

often in the dawn sector and in the winter hemisphere. The dusk-dawn distribution in Fig. 8459

can still be explained by the convergent electric field on the dawnside and the corresponding460

upward current creating bright TPAs in the dawn sector.461

The preponderance of detected TPAs in the winter hemisphere could be linked to the map-462

ping of closed flux between the two hemispheres. If this mapping is not symmetrical between463

the two hemispheres both TPAs may not be detectable by the detection algorithm. If the TPA464

in the winter hemisphere maps to the central polar cap (away from the edge of the auroral oval)465

while the summer TPA maps closer to the edge of the auroral oval only the winter hemisphere466

TPA will be detected and appear as a single hemisphere arc. This, though, would raise the467

question as to why the mapping should occur this way. This could be linked to other factors,468

such as the IMF BX component and the dipole tilt of the Earth, but further work would be469

required to study this.470

Alternatively, an interpretation of the fact that some TPAs appear conjugate while others471

do not is that there are two physical mechanisms at work, and it might be expected that the472

process of creating a TPA on open field lines is very different from the process of creating a473

TPA on closed field lines. It could be that these two mechanisms display a seasonal dependence474

in their occurrence, though we do note that the seasonal distributions of Fig. 7 are not strictly475

symmetric about the solstices or equinoxes. Another explanation for the annual distributions476

could be that the TPAs in the summer hemisphere are harder to detect due to a seasonal477
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dependence on their visibility against the brightness of the sunlit hemisphere. Alternatively,478

the auroral signature of TPAs may be weaker such that they do not manifest in the summer479

hemisphere.480

We now test whether the occurrence distributions can be interpreted as the likelihood of481

observing a TPA against a seasonally-dependent background. We assume that the number of482

TPA events identified in the northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere (Fig. 6) can be483

interpreted not as a true seasonal variation in the occurrence of TPAs but rather a reflection484

of probability of seeing TPAs due to visibility and dayglow. Figure 7e shows the number of485

TPA events seen in the northern hemisphere (red line) and southern hemisphere (blue line)486

including both conjugate and non-conjugate TPAs (i.e. summed from the distributions in Figs.487

7a and b). The purple line is the conjugate only TPAs taken from Fig. 7b. We assume that488

TPAs occur uniformly throughout the year, and treat the northern and southern distributions489

as probabilities of seeing an arc if it is present in the given hemisphere. The probabilities are490

defined such that the probability is one in the month with the greatest number of TPAs detected,491

therefore the probability is equal to the number of TPAs detected each month divided by the492

maximum number of TPAs detected in one month. The expected probability of seeing a TPA493

in both the northern and southern hemisphere conjugately is then the probability of seeing a494

TPA in the northern hemisphere multiplied by the probability of seeing the TPA in the southern495

hemisphere (the red and blue lines, multiplied). This is shown by the black dashed line in Fig.496

7e, suitably scaled. Fig. 7f is the same analysis but for the UT distributions.497

There is fair agreement between the observed conjugate events (purple lines) and the distri-498

butions modelled on probabilities (black lines), suggesting that the distribution of the conjugate499

events can be treated as a visibility issue and as such, there is no need to invoke different forma-500

tion mechanisms for one-hemisphere and two-hemisphere events. This is supported by the UT501

distribution (Fig. 7f), which has been shown to be due to a bias in the amount of the detec-502

tion window scanned by SSUSI. The seasonal variation in visibility could be linked to dayglow503

contamination of the images, or the conductance of the ionosphere as nightside aurora can be504

suppressed when the conductance is high for example in the summer hemisphere (Liou et al.,505

1997; Shue et al., 2001).506

On the other hand, if the open field line model is assumed correct there is no need for the507

TPAs to form simultaneously in both hemispheres or equally at dusk and dawn. If this is the508

case then the TPAs being detected more often in the dawn can be linked to the upwards currents509

being preferentially found in the dawn sector. The seasonal dependence could be explained by510
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the polar cap flow shears, that are linked to the formation of the TPA through the requirement511

that shears are associated with FACs and hence precipitation, being found preferentially in the512

winter hemisphere. However, it is unclear why the flow shears would form preferentially in the513

winter hemisphere.514

6 Conclusion515

An automated detection algorithm has been developed which allows TPA images to be identified516

from DMSP/SSUSI data. 5,698 images are identified in the period 2010-2016. A clear seasonal517

dependence is seen in the TPA images, such that more TPA images are observed in the winter518

hemisphere. There is also a UT dependence but this is explained by the UT bias in the orbit of519

the spacecraft. The seasonal dependence is not explained by the orbital bias of the spacecraft.520

The dusk-dawn distribution shows that TPAs are detected more often in the dawn sector than521

dusk sector. This distribution is supported by three previous studies, with an approximate 2:1522

ratio seen in all four studies. This dawn preference could be linked to the field-aligned current523

polarity during northward IMF.524

Relating the results found here to the open/closed field line arguments, if the Milan et al.525

(2005) model is correct and all TPAs are associated with closed magnetic flux then we expect526

the physical structure of TPAs (closed magnetic flux) to be present in both hemispheres si-527

multaneously. Then the possibilities for the seasonal dependence are as follows. The mapping528

of the closed flux is different in the two hemispheres such that it maps to the middle of the529

polar cap and appears as a TPA in the winter hemisphere, but is adjacent to the auroral oval530

in the summer hemisphere, so not clearly a TPA. However, why the winter hemisphere would531

be preferred is not understood. Another possibility is that more TPAs are seen in the winter532

because of seasonal changes in their visibility. A final explanation for the seasonal dependence533

is that the auroral signature of TPAs is seasonally dependent, such they do not as manifest in534

summer; this could be related to the conductance of the ionosphere.535

If instead the open field line model is assumed correct then our observations could be536

explained if the polar cap flow shears that produce FACs (and hence TPAs) are preferentially537

found in the winter hemisphere. However, it is unclear why flow shears should form preferentially538

in the winter hemisphere.539

We conclude that further research is needed to determine the exact nature of the seasonal540

and dawn-dusk dependence of TPAs and to use this information to constrain the formation541

models.542
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